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 The dissertation deals with a question of the Old Assyrian trade slightly researched until now: the 

different forms of the territorial cooperation. This work is the continuing of my MA-thesis but using partly new 

methods: contrary to the earlier work where isolated settlements were studied, this time I focused on the research 

of the trading routes. 

 

The aim of the dissertatiton: analysing the territorial cooperation of merchants and family firms, separating the 

different strategies. Such a study is set back by several difficulties: great mass of the tablets are unpublished, the 

published texts mainly derive from illicit diggings, the vast majority of the tablets was found in Kaniš; there are 

great numbers of homonyms and the Old Assyrian writing makes it more difficult. It follows that every result is 

provisional. 

 

Methods applied: In searching of the Old Assyrian territorial cooperation there are two ways. One possibility is 

to specify the extent of activity of individual family firms and to compare it with others, the other is to study of 

the different kārums in order to chart the activity of the merchants working there or their inhabitants. These 

methods are completed by the topographical studies: localization of the towns and mapping of the trading routes. 

More monographs and articles were written using the first way, and there are detailed or less detailed articles 

about some settlements but there is no such a systematic study. Therefore I chose the second way but for a better 

and more complete effectiveness I seriously leaned on the previous family monographs, articles and 

topographical studies. 

 

The structure of the dissertation: The dissertation consists of eight parts. In the first part I briefly summarize 

the historical background in which the Old Assyrian trade was organized, survey the trade itself with a special 

attention on its family character, and finally I touch upon the currency. In the second part I summarize the 

history of the Old Assyrian researches (excavations, text publishing, studies, projects and – superficially – the 

glyptik), outline the basically important chronological problems, and a subsection is devoted to the economic 

historical questions – partly because of its hungarian relation (Polányi). The second part deals with methodology. 

I enumerate the different ways in the studying territorial cooperation: considering the fact that only some 

settlements are identified, an at least approximate localization of the places is very important; the reconstruction 

of the family firms are suited for the mapping of intrafamiliar cooperation; the study of the texts mentioning 

individual towns show the merchants who work in these places. In the first two questions the dissertation is 

based on the earlier studies, and in the third one can find the results of my own researches – with special regard 

to the fact that only three settlements were studied in longer or shorter articles until now. In the fourth part I 

enumerate the participants of the trade. At first I expose the well or less known trading families and then I 

discuss the trading activity of the Old Assyrian royal family, they are followed by the caravan leaders, 

transporters, and finally I write about the local authorities. The fifth part contains my own results: in this chapter 

19 settlements from four regions of Northern Syria and Anatolia are analysed, and in order to demonstrate that 

the Old Assyrian trading network expanded towards the Eastern and Southern territories as well I added two 

settlements from these regions. (In the beginning all of the settlements were to be studied but the vast amount of 

texts and the size-regulations made it impossible.) Three of the four regions were analysed on the basis of 

itineraries, and one on the basis of a letter. The first half of the dissertation is closed by a Summary with the new 
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results. The second half consist of the three appendices and the bibliography. The first appendix contains the 

transcriptions and translations of six texts: four of them are the three itineraries and a letter as the base of the 

research, and two more texts which demonstrate the territorial cooperation. In the second appendix I set the 

persons occuring on the settlements in tables according to regions. The third appendix is an insert of two maps 

from earlier works. 

The detailed summary of the dissertation one can read below. 

 

1. The Old Assyrian trade and its backround: Aššur 's favorable position and the power vacuum in the turn of 

the 3rd-2nd millennia BC provided an opportunity onto the long-distance trade. The Assyrian caravans transported 

tin and textiles to Anatolia and silver and gold from there. The Old Assyrian merchants dealed also in wool and 

fleece, and the copper trade inner Anatolia was organized by them as well. Several trading colonies (kārum) and 

stations (wabartum) were founded in this region. The most important kārums were Kaniš, Purušhattum, 

Wahšušana, Hahhum, Zalpa, Turhumit and Hattuš (later the hittite capital), all of them were founded in the 

centre of a local kingdom. We know more than 30 local rulers who had great courts with numerous officials. The 

most intensive period of the trade lasted about 80 years and finished in the second part of the 19th century when 

Kaniš was destructed. The contacts revived after a long break in the beginning of the 18th century during I. 

Šamšī-Adad, and lasted about 70 years. 

 The trade were organized by patriarchal family firms but the rulers of Aššur and the temple authorities 

also took part. The head of the family resided in Aššur, his eldest son in Kaniš, and the other members and 

employees of the family worked throughout Anatolia: they controlled the business affairs in different colonies or 

travelled among these settlements leading caravans. The system and continuity of the trade were secured by 

different treaties and agreements where every participant (investor, debtor, merchant, travelling and local agent, 

caravan leader) was involved. There were short-term agreements (ellūtum) and long-term contracts for 10-12 

years (naruqqum). In the latter, a large sum was entrusted to a merchant by more investors and the profit were 

divided. (The immigration of the Amorite tribes into Mesopotamia went on from the end of the third millennium 

BC, and the region where the caravans passed through were on the edge of the pasture-lands of the nomadic 

tribes. In consideration of these facts, it is possible that the Old Assyrian trade were organized not by family but  

by clan or tribal firms. In this case the close alliances among the families could be explained much better.) 

 Among the different metals appearing in the trade the silver was the most often used currency but the 

tin and the copper had similar function as well. The gold played such a role very rarely, obviously for the sake of 

its too high value. The metals had different rates depending on different circumstances: the available amount of 

various metals, the distance of  mines, the quality of  copper. It occured that the expenses of a journey were paid 

in three metals: silver in the first stage, tin in the next and copper in the last. The ideal exchange rate of 

copper:tin:silver was 60:10:1. 

 

2. The discovery of the Old Assyrian trade and its judgement: Old Assyrian tablets in an excavation were 

found only in 1925 by B. Hrozný in Kültepe – several decades after the appearance of them in the illegal trade. 

The yearly regular excavations organized by the Turkis Historical Society begun in 1948 under the direction of 

Tahsin Özgüç, and from 2005 of Fikri Kulakoğlu. Clay tablets were found in the level II and Ib of the four levels 

of kārum Kaniš. The trading colony had five residential quarters with assyrian, local and mixed population. 
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There was a clear anatolian material culture, so the Old Assyrian presence without the tablets would not be 

demonstrable. The greatest settlement was that of level II, and and the most tablets come from this period. The 

cluttered quarters were separated by narrow streets, but the main street was stone-paved and had a drainage 

ditch; it was so wide that the carts could go along. The settlement was sorrounded by a wall. Small amount of 

written evidences were found outside of Kaniš, some of them are discussed in the dissertation (Purušhattum, 

Hattuš, Gasur/Nuzi and Sippar). 

 The tablets of the great museums and private collections derived from illicit diggings were published in 

the last century’s first decades, and it made possible the making of the first studies. The great outlines and 

special monographs were published from the 60-s (the most important works are listed at the and of the theses). 

The tablets excavated by Hrozný and brought to Prag are fully published, but the huge majority of the texts from 

the Turkish excavations are still unpublished. In 1999 started the Old Assyrian Text Project in order to give a 

modern edition of the texts discovered before 1948. 

 The inner chronology of the Old Assyrian trade were reconstructed with the help of royal names, and 

limmu-names found in the texts outside Anatolia. This situation dramatically changed when new limmu-lists 

were discovered which covers the whole period of level II (Kültepe Eponym List, KEL). In addition, wooden 

remains were found at Kültepe and Acemhöyük which com frome the end of the third millennium BC and from 

the 19th-18th BC. However, at the moment these data can’t be combined with the limmu-lists. In this work the 

period KEL 80-110 is mainly examined. 

 At the end of this part a chapter deals with economic historical questions and mainly with Karl Polányi. 

It was necessary for the sake of his theory about the archaic marketless trade (and not of his hungarian origin). In 

order to illustrate his opinion, Polányi chose inter alia the Old Assyrian trade. He guessed there was no real 

market influenced by supply and demand in the ancient world but redistribution and reciprocity instead. In a 

redistributive mode of exchange the whole basis of the economy was controlled by the palace, and the merchants 

were not independent businessmen but state officials with fixed income. It follows that the Old Assyrian 

merchants were state officials as well, working with fixed prices and unchanged income. Polányi’s opinion is 

(and was) very easily refutable: the word ’market’ exists in the akkadian (mahīrum), the Old Assyrian texts 

clearly show the changing prices influenced by supply and demand etc.  But there is hot debate in the assyrioligy 

about the extension of the market-trade and the extensioin of the institutional controll. According to some 

scholars, the Old Assyrian trade was an exceptional phenomenon (e.g. J. Renger). 

 

3. The method of the research of the territorial cooperation: I already have mentioned the two possibly ways 

of the analysis (study of the family firms and the different kārums) and the supplementing topographical 

researches. This part deals with these three methods and the associate problems. The exact localization of the 

settlements is not known (except Kaniš and Hattuš), so there are more contradictory reconstructions. Only few 

tablets from regular excavations are published, therefore the family reconstrucions are based of texts from illicit 

diggings. And finally, the Old Assyrian writing itself produces serious difficulties. Different names are written in 

the same way (e.g. the writing i-dí can denote idī or iddin). Only three kārums were more or less extensively 

studied: Hahhum, Turhumit and Purušhattum, so the dissertation puts forward this method with special regard to 

the earlier localizations, route-reconstructions and family analyses.  
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4. The actors of the trade: In this part I enumerate the participants of the trade. The trading families were 

mentioned first, followed by the royal family, the caravan leaders, transporters, and finally the local authorities. 

The following families were discussed: Imdīlum son of Šū-Lāban, Innāja son of Elālī, Pūšu-kēn son of Suejja, 

Enlil-bāni son of Aššur-malik, Aššur-nādā son of Aššur-idī, Innāja son of Amurāja, Šalim-ahum and his sons, 

Adad-ëulūlī son of Kuskusum/Šū-Anum, Alāhum son of Sukuhum, Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-kitt-Aššur, Uëur-ša-

Ištar son of Aššur-imittī, Šumī-abīja son of Puzur-Ištar, Aššur-muttabbil son of Iddin-Abum, and from the 

owners of unpublished archives Peruwa and Aššur-taklāku son of Alāhum. Among these there are some traders 

who are not mentioned in the discussion of individual settlements. 

 

5. The settlements: I tried to cover the whole region of the Old Assyrian trade by the selection of individual 

settlements. At first I survey the beginning section of the Aššur–Kaniš route, it follows the settlements of 

Northern Syria, the next stage is the road from Kaniš to Purušhattum, and finally I examine some towns from the 

northern region. Despite the lack of the contemporaneous tablets I added Sippar from Babylonia and Gasur/Nuzi 

from the region east of Aššur. Old Assyrian tablets found in both settlement demostrate that these territories 

belonged to the trading network. Some settlements in the beginning of the Aššur–Kaniš route were fitted in the 

more extended trading system of the period Ib, so if Old Assyrian texts from this period were found in these 

places I shortly report them. Every settlement is examined in the same steps: earlier study; location or 

identification of the place; possible excavations and tablets found there. These section is followed by the 

examination of the text mentioned the given town: local authorities; type of the settlement (kārum, wabartum); 

it’s activity (correspondence, litigation); special importance and ware; activity of the family firms, their 

members, partners, employees; the other mechants; local dwellers and house owners. In the case of the great 

settlements I couldn’t aim at completeness so only the important persons are mentioned. The examination ends 

with the summary of the possible tablet funds found at the given place. 

I expose only my conclusions about the territorial cooperation here. 

 

5.1. Towns in the vicinity of Aššur: Settlements of this region are deatiled in the basis of the text TC3 163 which 

gives the trading route Sadduatum–Razamā ša Buramata–Abidiban–Qaììarā–Razamā ša Uhakim–Taraqum–

Apum . 

 

5.1.1-3. Sadduatum, Razamā ša Buramata, Abidiban: No person mentioned in the first two settlement. In 

Abidiban Puzur-Anna son of Elālī and Iddin-Abum son of Iddin-Ištar are to be remembered. 

 

5.1.4. Qaììarā: Persons with special connection to this town can’t be separated but several names appear here.  

Among them some transporteurs are noticeable: Elālī and Iddin-Abum were mentioned in Abidiban as well. The 

importance of the settlement appears from the greater amount of texts, the different geographical names 

unattested elsewhere and the divarication of the routes. According to some texts, Qaììarā could be the last station 

of the first stage of the Aššur–Kaniš route, and in some cases new transporteurs took over the consignment. 

 

5.1.5-6. Razamā ša Uhakim, Taraqum: Only insufficient data are available.  
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5.1.7. Apum: Aššur-nādā resided here for a while but the town had no special importance for his firm’s activity. 

 

5.1.8. Summary of the route: Perhaps a small firm transporting mainly in this region can be separated on the 

ground of the names mentioned here. The participants are Elālī, his son Puzur-Anna and Iddin-Abum son of 

Iddin-Ištar. The known families appear here as well but only sporadically. 

 

5.2. The kārums of Northern Syria: The base text is the itinerary LB 1283 giving the route Hahhum–Timilkia–

Šalahšuwa–Hurama. 

 

5.2.1. Hahhum: 1. Several families, among them the most respectable appear here, usually with one 

representative. 2. These represantatives operated not only in Hahhum but in the whole Northern Syrian region. 3. 

Lālum was either the head of a local firm or a respectable merchant who had agents at Kaniš. This important 

item shows it is not self-evident that Kaniš was the center of the Old Assyrian trade. 4. Beside their 

representatives the family firms cooperated with house-owners: Imdīlum with the brother-in-law of Puzur-Aššur 

(however, in this case it can be explained with the family ties), Pūšu-kēn with Ahu-waqar, Innāja son of Elālī 

with Aššur-ìāb. 

 

5.2.2. Timilkia: 1. The families known from Hahhum are present here as well. 2. Their representatives also occur 

here. 3. Ennam-Aššur son of Šalim-ahum was a house owner. 4. The different firms recline upon local dwellers 

such Itūr-ilī or Aššur-nādā’s unnamed transporteur from Timilkia. 

 

5.2.3. Šalahšuwa: Several names are legible in the texts but all of them are mentioned only once so any 

conclusion can’t be drawn. 

 

5.2.4. Hurama: 1. The activity of the Innāja–Elālī-family had dramatically increased with the appearence of 

Aššur-rēëī: new persons and settlements are mentioned in the Hurama-texts because of the meteoirc iron. In this 

case the territorial cooperation was clearly motivated by the desired but (half-)illicit commodity. Beside this the 

family regarded Hurama as a transit post to Kaniš. 2. The other families practiced their trading policy mentioned 

before; the decrease of the texts can be explained by the neighbourhood of Kaniš. 4. Kūbī-nādā and Eradī in all 

probability resided here, but it doesn’t turn out whether they have a geat role in the trade. 

 

5.2.5. Summary of the route: The representatives of the different families controlled not only the given settelment 

but the whole stage of the trading route via Northern Syria; on the ground of the personal names the whole 

region could be examined. The contacts among the families are relatively rare. It can be noticed that the firms 

cooperated with local merchants or house owners; we’ll meet this phenomenon in the other settlements. A 

respectable merchant, perhaps a head of a firm was found in Hahhum (Lālum). 

 

5.3. The Kaniš–Purušhattum road: The settlements of this regioned are the most often mentioned on the Old 

Assyrian texts, and among them the most frequented is Purušhattum (the next Wahšušana is not detailed here). 

The base itinerary was the text TC3 165 given the trading route Kaniš–Wašhania–Ninašša–Ulama–Purušhattum. 
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5.3.1. Wašhania: 1. The well known family firms play a small role in this town. 2. Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-kitt-

Aššur was an important actor in the trade of this place: he appeared in several letters and was a guarantee in a 

local business affair. One of his constant partners was Buzāzu son of Pūšu-kēn so Puzur-Aššur probably had 

promoted the interests of that firm in Wašhania. 3. Ah-šalim son of Šū-Anum had close relationship with the 

wabartum (was he perhaps an official here?); he took part in the local affairs and had connections with Innāja 

son of Elālī so probably he was his representative (?). Therefore it’s no wonder that he had corresponded with 

Puzur-Aššur. 4. Ëill-Adad and Inbi-Ištar appeare in several letters. 5. Only Ah-šalim is known among the 

witnesses. 6. Hanu is the only local dweller mentioned in a text but we can’t tell any more about him. 

 

5.3.2. Ninašša: The „great” families – apart from Buzāzu son of Pūšu-kēn – don’t appear at all. 2. More than a 

half of the texts deal with Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-kitt-Aššur and Adad-ëulūlī son of Kuskusum/Šū-Anum; 

Buzāzu is a partner for both of them. 3. Ëill-Adad and Inbi-Ištar are found here as well but don’t appear on the 

next stages of this route. 4. Ikuppī-Aššur is very active here and in Ulama, perhaps he has connection to the local 

ruler; because of the name’s frequency we can’t tell whether his partner Puzur-Aššur is identical with the son of 

Išar-kitt-Aššur. 

 

5.3.3. Ulama: 1. Among the „great” families only Pūšu-kēn and his sons appear more times, and we know that 

Imdīlum traveled here. 2. More families are mentioned only once: this can be explained by the situation of 

Ulama. The closeness of Purušhattum made the town a transit-station. 3. Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-kitt-Aššur was 

busy in thes settlement as well. 4. Kurara resided or at least had a house here, and had close connection with the 

firm of Pūšu-kēn. Ikūnum and his son Hubītum probably also had a house. 

 

5.3.4. Purušhattum: 1. Because of the importance of this city every family appears several times; it makes the 

examination of the territorial cooperation more difficult. 2. The family of Imdīlum had an intensive business 

activity: more of his brothers and sons regularly appear and sometimes other members and himself come here. 

Their transporters and employees visit repeteadly the settlement and its region. Sometimes the family has joint 

ventures with other family firms and use the opportunities offered by the local dwellers. Imdīlum’s cousin Uëur-

ša-Ištar works with his two broders and some partners; among this partners we can find a member of the 

Imdīlum-family and the transporteurs mentioned there. This two firms carry out together what Pūšu-kēn and his 

sons do. 3. Compared with the other „great” firms, Innāja son of Elālī has a modest appearance. 4. The Pūšu-

kēn-firm works very intensively but with an other startegy. The head of the family appearances most often times; 

he makes business with more person but has no stable connection in Purušhattum. All of is partners belong to his 

lon-term business-connections. Contrary to this, his son Buzāzu closely cooperates with his permanent partner 

Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-kitt-Aššur, and probably an other son, Suejja has a stable connection as well: Ennam-

Aššur son of Anninum. Both sons have partners with own house here: the just mentioned Ennam-Aššur and 

Adad-ëulūlī, a partner of Buzāzu. Moreover, Suejja possessed a house here as well. 5. Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-

kitt-Aššur is an oft-mentioned merchant in Purušhattum as well; the trading activity of his firm is similar to that 

of Imdīlum: there are no parallel connections but cooperates with the local dwellers. As we heve seen before, his 

close partner is Buzāzu so he has contacts with the Pūšu-kēn-family. 6. Several members of the Aššur-nādā-
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family appear in this settlement; this is an active firm, and the members cooperate with others (Imdīlum, Šalim-

ahum). 7. The family of Šalim-ahum has a serious business activity, either with his ordinary partners (Pūšu-kēn, 

Innāja, Amurāja fia) or the local dwellers. 8. We can identify three house-owners whose house served as a 

storage for other familes and who become long-term partrers of these firms: Adad-ëulūlī son of Kuskusum/Šū-

Anum who possessed a large house, both here and in Kaniš, Ennam-Aššur son of Anninum and Uëur-ša-Aššur. 

 

5.3.5. Summary of the route: Only the firm of Puzur-Aššur son of Išar-kitt-Aššur appears and plays an important 

role in every station of the route; probably this merchant represented the interests of the Pūšu-kēn-family via 

Buzāzu. In Wašhania Ah-šalim son of Šū-Anum had a dominant role; he had connections with the Innāja–Elālī-

family and, not suprisingly, with Puzur-Aššur. Ëill-Adad and Inbi-Ištar are mentioned in Wašhania and Ninašša 

but don’t appear on the next stations of this route (but, as we’ll see they appear in a town of the northern region). 

In Ulama every important family appears but only that of Pūšu-kēn is mentioned more times. The local dweller 

Kurara had contacts with this firm. Because of the importance of Purušhattum every family appears several times 

and uses different business strategies in order to save his interests. Somebody has an own house, somebody has 

close relationships with house-owners, and some firms have paralel business connestions. The diversity of the 

strategies is remarkable, especially in comparison with the Northern Syrian region. In addition, it is worth to note 

that in the region west of Purušhattum, in Wahšušana and Šalatuwar the trading activity of Innāja son of Elālī 

becomes much moe intensive. In Šalatuwar, where the other families appear very sparsely, this is very 

conspicuous: Imdīlum probably represented the interests of his relative Innāja in Purušhattum, and the latter 

returned it in Wahšušana and Šalatuwar. 

 

5.4. The northern region: Because of the lack of any itinerary mentioning important sites this region is detailed 

by the text kt 92/k 203. This letter was sent by kārum Kaniš to his representative Kullīja and the kārums of 

Turhumit, Hattuš, Tawinia, Tuhpia as far as Ninašša. The latter is located on the route Kaniš–Purušhattum, and 

probably a junction led to the northern region from there. The two regions can’t be separated: this is clearly 

demonstrated by the oft mention of the towns from both regions. 

 

5.4.1. Turhumit: 1. The trade of this kārum was dominated by an influential group; the most respected, perhaps 

the leader was Hinnāja, the other „members” were Elamma, Lāqēpum and Qarwāja, the latter had a house here. 

Hinnāja had connections with two other house-owners. 2. The dominance of this group influenced the business 

strategy of the well known families. Pūšu-kēn closely collaborated with them (it’s not a surprise because these 

persons belonged to his ordinary partners) but the ties with the other families did not break either. Imdīlum 

strengthened his old connections and extended his cooperation. On the other hand, according to the traditional 

strategy a member of the family, Amur-Ištar organised the trade as a local resident; the transporteurs working in 

this region are also demonstrable. Beside this Imdīlum had also connenctions with the dominant group. The 

other families operating here worked with their members and employees but sometimes made business 

transactions with that group. 3. We can remark the traditional strategy as well: Amur-Ištar from the Imdīlum-

family became a respectable resident who also represented other firms; Aššur-nādā sent his son Iddin-Ištar here, 

but other members and employees left for Turhumit. 4. There were several house owners, and more among them 

cooperated with the dominant group and the residents. 
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5.4.2. Hattuš: Only a couple of texts mentions the later hittite capital and from the texts found there only one 

belongs to the level II. 

 

5.4.3. Tawinia: 1. Aššur-taklāku son of Alāhum (and especially his grandfather Iddin-Su’en) is (are) very often 

mentioned in connection with this settlement but unfortunately most of the tablets are unpublished. 2. Ëill-Adad, 

Inbi-Ištar and others appear here again (but only once). I assume that these group or small firm intentionally 

avoided the great places and strong families working there. 

 

5.4.4. Tuhpia: Several families paid attention to this little place, one of them had sent a representative here 

(Aššur-rabi son of Innāja, grandson of Amurāja). 2. Itūr-ilī and Išim-Aššur used the house of a local dweller, 

Zumea. 

 

5.4.5. Summary of the route: The great market and copper-distribution centre of Turhumit was very important for 

every significant family firms. The trade of this place was dominated by an influential group; perhaps the closer 

connections of the well known families were inspired by this fact. Sending of residents and storing in local 

dweller’s houses are also observable. Aššur-taklāku son of Alāhum had a lively activity in Tawinia. In the same 

place a small firm probably intentionally avoided the great cities and worked along the route Wašhania–Ninašša–

Tawinia (Inbi-Ištar–Ëill-Adad–Šū-Išhara). Maybe Itūr-ilī and Išim-Aššur acted in the same way in Tuhpia. 

 

5.5. Settlements east and south of Aššur: The Old Assyrian trading network extended to the regions east and 

south of Aššur; in order to demonstrate this, the non-contemporaneous texts of Gasur/Nuzi and Sippar were 

presented here. 

 

5.5.1. Gasur/Nuzi: This settlement is mentioned three times in the Kaniš-texts so any conclusion can be drawn. 

The tablets found in Gasur are earlier and are not related to each other.  

 

5.5.2. Sippar: The Old Assyrian texts (or texts having to do with the Old Assyrian trade) found here mainly 

gather around two person and were written later (c. 1750) than the examined time span. Warad-Sîn son of Ilī-

asûni was an active businessman with wide-spread contacts. Among his partners we can find the two wakil 

tamkārē of Sippar-Jahrurum and Sippar-Amnānum. The city of Aššur is mentioned several times in his 

correspondence: his daughter Tarīša lived there and wrote her letters from. One of his partners is Aššur-asû who  

mentioned the northern interest as well. The other respected businessman, Sîn-erībam was a merchant interested 

in Northern Syria and Northern Mespotamia; all of letters sent to him were written by Awīl-ilim. The sender 

travelled more times to Aššur in order to arrange for different wares. 

 

6. Summary: The research partly have supported the results of earlier studies, partly have yielded new issues. 

 

The already known forms of the cooperation: 1. There was a systematic intra-familiar division of labour, also in 

respect of the employees; some members of the family or it’s partners had houses in the given place. 2. Some 
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families had stable, long-term cooperation with each other; these cooperations are not influenced by the different 

regios and settlements. 3. The residents of the families in a given town had worked for other merchants and 

families as well. 

 

New or partly new results: 1. The different families had common transporteurs from time to time (this 

phenomenon was well known but now individual persons were separated in the different regions). 2. The family 

firms strove to cooperate with local house owners. These owners were not only stockkeepers of a firm but 

promoted the family’s interest, especially in the smaller towns. 3. Some families developed parallel networks in 

order to achieve a greater effectiveness (e.g. Imdīlum, Pūšu-kēn). 4. An influential group of traders could play a 

dominant role in the commercial life of a given settlement (e.g. Turhumit). 5. Some firms had other centres than 

Kaniš (e.g that of Lālum in Hahhum) so this town was not the centre of the Old Assyrian trade but „only” an 

important settlement 6. Smaller firms / group of merchants worked along the stages of trading routes which 

avoide the greater towns and the dominance of the stronger families being active there (e.g. Inbi-Ištar – Ëill-

Adad – Šū-Išhara  on the route Wašhania–Ninašša–Tawinia). 7. In some cases the territorial cooperation was 

determined by a special commodity (e.g. the meteoric iron in east of Kaniš). 

 

Appendices: This part consists of some texts, tables and two maps. 

 

Texts: Beside the three itineraries and a letter which were the ground-texts for the examination of four regions 

(TC3 165, LB 1283, TC3 165, kt 92/2 203) I translated two more texts which can illustrate the territorial 

cooperation (ATHE 24, TPAK1 44). 

 

Tables: In this chapter I arranged in tables the persons who are connected with the settlements. The sequence of 

the regions and individual towns corresponds to the main text. I separated the senders and recipients of letters, 

the persons who are mentioned in connection with the given place and who lived or were witnesses there (in 

spite of the risk of the latter group…). Furthermore, the different commodities, the other settlements mentioned 

in the texts and the possible chronological data are included as well. I separated that namesakes whose identity 

were not obvious. In contrast to the main text, every person who had any connection with the given settlement is 

included here. On the other hand, I was very aware: only the persons were included who could be unambigous 

linked with the settlement. 

 

Maps: Two earlier reconstructions were inserted here (J.G. Dercksen, The Old Assyrian Copper Trade in 

Anatolia. Leiden, 1996, 245, and M.T. Larsen, The Aššur-nādā Archive. Leiden, 2002, ii.). 
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